PREPARING FOR ILSAC GF-6
A significant category upgrade, Lubrizol’s ILSAC GF-6 solutions can ensure modern and next generation engines reach their full potential.

NEW TESTS
RIGOROUSLY PROVEN & ENGINE APPROVED

ONE CATEGORY, TWO SPECIALTIES
Each test is designed to meet real-world conditions. Evaluating: oxidation and deposits, wear, sludge and varnish, fuel economy and pre-ignition. Lubrizol’s GF-6 solutions are supported by extensive field testing and proven to perform.

ILSAC GF-6A replaces the current ILSAC GF-5 specification, represented by the starburst/certification trademark, and will provide a new performance level oil for spark-ignited internal combustion engines.

ILSAC GF-6B will provide further fuel economy benefits compared to ILSAC GF-6A and be defined for SAE 0W-16 viscosity grade oils only.

For more information and updates on the GF-6 update, visit www.LubrizolAdditives360.com